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Student Of The Month
Rachel W.

Alelia M.

Rachel is a very
smiley and outgoing young
seventh grader. Rachel tries
her hardest in class and is
always bringing a positive
attitude to the table. When
Rachel got student of the
month, she was surprised
mostly because her dad (Mr.
Wheeler) is a teacher here at
CHOICE. Rachel’s favorite
part about getting student of
the month, was that she was
recognized for working hard in class all month. The
advice Rachel gives for anybody that wants to be student of the month is be to yourself and be focused.

Alelia is a fun and hardworking returning eighth
grader. Alelia works
hard in class and always
tries to get a good grade.
When Alelia was awarded student of the month,
she was surprised because there are a lot of
other hardworking kids in
her grade, and any of
them could have deserved it. Even though Alelia thinks
other people could have gotten it, she believes she did
deserve it and that she worked hard. Alelia’s advice for
future student of the months would be to be organized
and follow the rules.

Leslie C.

Haley H.

Leslie is a hardworking returning
ninth grader. Leslie
try’s her hardest in
her current classes
and is very smart.
Leslie is surprised
she got student of
the month; “I don’t
really talk a lot in
class but it was nice
to be recognized for
working hard all the time. Especially since in big
schools you do not get recognized a lot”, she says.
Even with being surprised, Leslie does think she deserves to be a student of the month at CHOICE.

Haley is one of our
dedicated, fun, and
sweet tenth graders.
Haley was surprised
she got student of the
month because there
are a lot of other hardworking students at
CHOICE. When Haley
got student of the
month, she was very
surprised and excited,
but she thinks she can
work on making her
assignments better by
pushing herself harder.

By Erin D

In ancient times black cats were worshiped in Egypt; if a person harmed or killed a cat, that
person would be killed. Egyptians worshiped black cats because of a goddess named Bast. Bast took
the shape of a black cat and represented cats, the sun, and the moon.
Black cats are mostly considered bad luck, but there are a few superstitions that you probably
didn't know about—well, at least not the full story. If you have a dream of a black cat, it means you
will have good luck. In Germany, it is bad luck if a black cat crosses your path going from right to
left, but it is good luck if a black cat crosses your path left to right. It is believed by many people
that if you are headed to a casino and a black cat crosses your path, you should not go to the
casino.

Black cats got their bad luck around the middle ages. Back then it was thought that to meet a
black cat at midnight is the same as meeting the devil himself. Black cats also were associated with
witches and demons; having one in your house or on your property meant that you would be
punished by going to jail or by being killed. But black cats don't bring all the bad luck—on Halloween
in Britain seeing a white cat means bad luck is coming or evil spirits are nearby!

Black cat superstitions are found all over the world. Because of this they are the second least
popular cat color, in front of brown. Some shelters don’t let people adopt black cats around
Halloween because they’re afraid the cats will be used as living props then be abandoned. Black cats
don't always look black, some types “rust” in sunlight. Rusting is when in sunlight the cat’s fur will
appear to turn a shade of light brownish black. Sailors thought that if they had a black cat on the
ship while it is sailing, it would bring good luck. Some sailors’ wives had black cats in the house
because they believed they could control the sea and bring back their husbands safely only if they
had a black cat in the house.
So you decide. Are black cats good luck or bad luck?

By Joanna A.
“Dia De Los Muertos” or “Day of the Dead” is a Latin American holiday celebrating dead ancestors. Dia de los Muertos is on November 2nd, with celebrations beginning on November 1. November
1st is Dia de Muertos Chiquitos, also known as The Day of the Little Dead; this year, the first is on a
Friday and the second on Saturday.
Dia De los Muertos originated in Mexico, before the Spanish conquest; no one knows the specific date of when it began, but they do know that the Aztecs started it. It is believed that at this time
the souls of the departed return to visit the living, but it is not a time for being sad since “the
path back to the living world must not be made
slippery with tears.” There is a good mixture of
old customs and new religion. Many Latin
Americans continue celebrating this holiday in
North, South, and Central America. This holiday includes going to a cemetery and putting
up decorations to welcome the departed ancestors. Then they have a grand “Party” to celebrate that
they have arrived. On November 2nd, the spirits of the dead return.
Preparation begins weeks before, with statues, candies, breads and other items to please the
departed. There’s a tradition that people make a certain bread called, Pan De Muerto. It is decorated
with candies representing bones of the deceased. It’s very popular, as are sugar skulls.
When celebrating, people will place the spirit’s favorite food or picture on an altar. For a child’s
altar they put toys, and for an adult’s altar they put tequila. Below is a picture of a skeleton couple.
Although the skeleton is a strong symbol for both Dia De Los Muertos and Halloween, it has a different meaning for the people who celebrate Dia De Los Muertos; for them, the skeleton represents the
dead playfully mimicking the living.
For them, death is not the end but the beginning. Mainly,
Dia De Los Muertos is much more a celebration of life than
death. For more information visit the sites below.

http://video.about.com/gomexico/What-Is-Day-of-the-Dead-.htm
http://www.tomzap.com/muertos.html

By: Rosa F.
Colorful, crisp leaves are falling. The air is chilly and breezy. Smooth, round pumpkins may be
sitting on porches. We all know what this means… fall season is here! If you are someone that loves to
decorate, loves art or even making things, then this article is for you. There are many different and fun
ways to decorate your room for Fall. Read on to discover how to make your room fall-inspired and
unique!
Imagine a relaxing, candle lit room that smells like pumpkin and cinnamon, or
cider and donuts. This could be your room! The store Bath and Body Works sells
scented-candles with those exact scents. A lot of other shops or even your local
grocery store probably sell scented candles. Candles not only give off a calm, and
relaxing vibe, but it makes your room smell heavenly. You can also decorate your
candle by cutting out a shape or design that you like, glue it to the candle, spread
glue around the whole outside of the candle, then sprinkle glitter all over it. For
the boys, paint or color around the cut-out. After your glitter dries, (or marker or paint) peel off the cutout shape or design. The finished product will be your very own designed candle. When you light the
candle, the light going through the design or shape that you made will be an alluring and fascinating
sight to look at.

Another way to make your room fit for fall is to string leaves around
your walls or window. First gather leaves that you like, the more colors the
better. Next, poke one small hole in each leaf, as close to the stem as you
can get. Finally, pull a string through all of them, and hang them on your
wall. Keep the ends of the string in place with tape or a pin, depending on
the material of the string.
A quick and simple way to decorate your room for fall is to hang lights
on your wall or around your bed. “Christmas” lights will definitely brighten up your room, and they will
surely help your room look a little more presentable and charming. Gather whatever Christmas lights
you have in your house, (or go out and buy some) then hang them up on your wall with pins. Just pick
wherever you might like to hang them.
Lastly, if you’re someone that doesn’t want to take too much time on decorating for fall, you can
work on incorporating fall colors into your room. Some pretty fall colors for girls are maroon, beige, and
yellow. Fall colors for the guys would be black, brown, and maybe orange. You can incorporate these
colors into your room by maybe getting a maroon blanket and brown pillow covers. You could also work
these colors into your wardrobe as well.
Decorating your room for fall can be used as an outlet to channel all your good thoughts about the
season. You should learn to enjoy the little details of fall and remember to stay positive, even if it rains
like crazy. It is always good to be in the spirit of the season.

Ballet has been around for many centuries. It originated in the Italian Renaissance court of the
15th century. Ballet started out as a performance dance, but as it traveled to the Russian and
French countries it became a concert dance. The most common form of ballet is Romantic (Blanc)
ballet which features female dancers in short white tutus on pointe. When ballet was originated, it
was performed in large chambers with the audience seated around the sides. The word ballet comes
from the French language and also goes all the ay back to the Greek word “ballizo”, which means to
dance and jump about. Louis XIV was a dancer when he was young, and when he got older his love
of dancing drove him to start a dance school called Academie Royals de Danse (Royal Dance Academy). Around 1830, ballet went into decline in France, but continued in Denmark, Italy, and Russia.
The art of ballet takes years of training to master and once mastered a dancer has to constantly
keep practicing.
Non-classical ballet has a faster tempo than classic ballet. Supposedly the first non-classical ballet, “Apollo,” was created by George Balanchine and choreographed by Martha Graham. Contemporary ballet is influenced by classical ballet and modern ballet. Twyla Tharp choreographed Deuce
Coupe, a contemporary ballet using pop music.
Famous Dancers and BalletsAnna Pavlova is a very famous female ballet dancer. She lived from 1881-1931. At first, classical
ballet was very difficult for her and other students made fun of her; that just made her practice
even more and eventually she became a professional dancer. Mikhail Baryshnikov, also known as
“Misha,” is known as one of the best living male ballet dancers. He was born January, 27TH 1948 in
the USSR (Russia). Mikhail began studying ballet at age 12 in 1960. Mikhail chose to become an artistic director when he became an adult. Ballet today is pretty much the same as was a long time
ago; it takes a lot of work and muscle and is a very difficult art form.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ballet http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikhail_Baryshnikov http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Pavlova

By Makena H.

‘Hey guys! Did you hear? Mr. Moeller is starting a summer camp for acting!’
The year is 1966. No one knew it, but in the next couple of years, that summer camp would
grow into a full-out theater group that would have its own summer camps. Maybe you’re not quite
following me. This camp, over the next 20 years, evolved into a Musical Theater group that put on
shows year-round, and is still running strong.
The Hi-Liners have put on many shows, and are somehow still doing new ones. The current
show (which is still in the rehearsal process) is Bye Bye Birdie. More information is on their website: www.hi-liners.org. They feature a unique ‘no
tears’ audition process. All you do is play a few theater games, do an activity
to get your voice warmed up, then sing a song of your choice for the artistic
director, Kathleen Edwards. The shows have a low technical value, and only 1 week is dedicated to lighting and sound. The rest is dedicated to acting,
dancing, and singing. Pretty cool, huh?
The Hi-Liners History
As I might have said before, it all started in the summer of 1966. William A. Moeller, a
teacher in the Highline School District, wanted to start a summer camp that focused on acting skills,
and show off their new skills through a mini production at the end of the summer. Around 1987, the
summer camp became a local theater group, putting on shows year-round for entertainment of all
ages.
William A. Moeller
William Moeller (or Bill) was the genius behind the idea for an acting camp for high
schoolers during the summer. He didn’t invent it, mind you, but he decided to have one for Highline
High School, and as you all know by now (I hope) it grew. A lot. Bill was considered famous in the
Seattle/Highline area. He was extremely talented with the piano and the organ. That gave him many
opportunities to travel to lots of cool places. He played at the old Olympic Hotel, the Washington
Athletic Club, and the Swedish Club. (Which is like a Swedish cultural center).
Bill was a great acting teacher, so great that several of his students went on to acting and
producing jobs in New York. Some are on Broadway, and some are on T.V. soap operas. Unfortunately, he died in the summer of 1999, but his students still carry his memory in their hearts.

Come see us perform the well known musical, Bye Bye Birdie at the Burien Actor’s Theater on January 10,
11, 12, 17, 18 & 19. Rachel W, Erin D, Kaitlin R, Joy J, and I will be featured on stage!

The Government is Affecting Us
We all know that a major part of the United States’ government shut down on Tuesday, October
1st. It is affecting us, but not so much that it is changing our daily lives. We are still going to pay
taxes, we send and receive mail, and have the military. One of the few big changes that affects us
now is temporarily not being able to process our passports.
The Government is Affecting Animals
But, did you know that animals are also being affected by this as well? Apparently, the Smithsonian
Zoo turned off all the animal cameras that you could watch online. The most popular cam they
turned off was the panda cam. People have been upset by this. Don’t worry though, the San Diego
Zoo still has a panda camera that you can watch online! Woodland Park Zoo, located right here in
Seattle, does not have a panda cam, but they have a giraffe cam and a grizzly bear cam.
Since the Smithsonian Zoo has free admission, the government funds it. Because the government is
having money problems, the zoo will be closed. Because staff are committed to helping the animals
by feeding them and cleaning their habitats, they will continue to work during this time. It seems as
though the government is impacting animals more than us!
All of the national parks are also closed, so don't plan to hike in Yellowstone! A conference was also
cancelled in New York which was supposed to convince Amtrak to allow pets on their passenger
trains. So, you should be aware that we are not the only ones that are being affected by the government.
UPDATE 10/17: President Obama signed the bill to reopen the federal government, which means
all of the national parks are open and so is the Smithsonian Zoo!

By: Maddy Z.
September 29th, 2013 Puyallup had their first tornado. In past years, there have always
been tornados around Puyallup, but never directly in it. In 1962, there was a tornado twenty one
miles from Puyallup. There have been seventeen known tornados since 1962, with no deaths and
only one injury. 1969 had the tornado with the most force. With a force of three, there was only
one injury.

On September 28th, 1962 Western Washington
got their first tornado. It hit the Sand Point area of
Seattle. The tornado was going 100mph, a couple of
boys were playing football in a field near by and it lifted one of the boys straight into the air.
“ The National Weather Service confirms the
winds that damaged industrial buildings in Western
Washington, including a Boeing factory, was a tornado.”

“Workers ran for cover around 7am Monday when what looked like a funnel cloud hit their
building. Workers say it sounded like thunder, followed by a big explosion.” In this building, Tony
Lopez was working as usual, when he thought a piece of equipment was blowing up. “Then the ceiling just started rippling and pieces started falling out,” Tony explained.
This tornado was so strong that it pushed over a train-as shown in the picture above– making a loud, crashing noise. In the picture below, you can see a tree that fell over and ruined the
front of this family’s house, with only the door frame to hold the tree up. I guess this proves how
strong a door frame really is!
Although this tornado didn't last long, it sure
left quite a mess. I talked to a lady the other day
who said she still has branches falling from the trees
that she has in the back yard. Having this tornado
really proves that anything can happen.

Caught My Eye…

By Rachel W.
Fashion has progressed from as long ago as 500 BC
to what you would now know as modern fashion. And you
have probably heard of names of famous designers such as
Michael Kors, Rachel Antonoff, and Marc Jacobs. There
is a lot more than meets the eye. Did you know that men
originally started the trend of jewelry?
And did you know that during the Renaissance period,
a big trend was to shave one’s eyebrows? Probably not.
Fashion is constantly changing and evolving, making
it a great job or hobby for someone with a creative mind. It
leaves a lot of room for imagination and experimentation.

A Spin On things
Ila caught my eye today for
many reasons. She chose light
colors, but still made it appropriate for fall by layering. Ila got
her blue over shirt at a thrift
shop! You would be amazed to
see everything you can get at
second hand stores. She got the
tie dye shirt at a boutique in Hawaii. Ila was inspired by the fact
that tie dye isn’t really in style
right now, but she made sure to
make it modern by adding combat boots and denim, which are
trends that are big right now.

How to make this fantastic outfit your own…
Zooey Deschanel

Steal the Style!
From Kohl's,
$7.65-10.20
From eBay
$12.97+

From Amazon
$10.99

Skirt: http://www.ebay.com/itm/NWT-FOREVER-21-Red-Navy-Blue-White-Striped-Mini-Skirt-sz-Medium/321224686015#ht_1311wt_1063
Polka Dot Shirt: http://www.kohls.com/product/prd-1302779/gloria-vanderbilt-addison-polka-dot-shirt.jsp?isClearance=true
Red Belt: http://www.amazon.com/eVogues-Plus-Patent-Leather-Fashion/dp/B00AVT2QCU/ref=sr_1_11/185-2015246-6117902?
s=apparel&ie=UTF8&qid=1381953625&sr=1-11&keywords=red+women+belt

Sleep is Important!
By Alelia M.
"A day without a nap is like a cupcake without frosting."
-Terri Guillemets

You’re in class and you can barely keep your eyelids open. You can’t think
straight and all you want to do is lean back, close your eyes, and take a cat nap.
You probably want to know why you are acting this way! You could possibly be
sleep deprived. Many people who have a lack of sleep want to know the secrets
on how to get a good nights rest. If you are one of those people, keep reading so
that all of your questions will be answered!
What are some signs to look for if I am sleep deprived? One telltale sign
that you could be sleep deprived is if you have or are starting to feel depressed and/or anxious. Another sign
is to look at the skin on your face. You may have puffy eyes, fine lines (wrinkles), dark circles, and/or you
could have breakouts. Also, your brain won’t be as sharp. You may not remember useful information needed
on an assessment. Those are the most useful ways to figure out if you are lacking sleep.
The average teenager should be getting around eight and a half hours or more of sleep every single
night. How could I get a better night’s rest? Try to go to bed at the same time every day (exception on the
weekends) and try to wake up at the same time everyday (exception on the weekends). Make sure that when
you are trying to go to sleep, it is quiet. If it is noisy, it is possible you will get distracted and have a difficult
time falling asleep.
An interesting way to get a good nights sleep is to make sure that the
temperature of your room is around 65 degrees. If your bed is comfortable and
you have enough room to sprawl out, you will sleep well! Before you go to sleep,
don’t consume any caffeine or sugar. Usually, when you consume sugar or
caffeine before going to bed it’s harder to fall asleep. An hour or two before going to bed, make sure to relax! It will help you calm down so you can fall asleep
faster. If you try to follow a few of these tips, you will for sure fall asleep faster
and get a wonderful nights rest!
A good night’s sleep is very, very important! If you choose not to or you just don’t get a comfortable
nights sleep, you may suffer the consequences.
If you need help setting a bedtime, use this: http://sleepyti.me/

By: Vilma E

Brazil
One minute into the final of the FIFA Confederations Cup Brazil 2013 and there were two Brazilian players lying on the ground in the Spain box, one of them – Fred – reacting quicker than anyone to hook a
loose ball into the net and give his side the lead.
Italy
Despite their defeats in the semi-finals of the 2013 FIFA Confederations Cup Brazil, the mood in the
Italian and Uruguayan camps is far from down. La Nazionale only went down to reigning European and
world champions Spain in sudden death of an epic penalty shoot-out.
Japan
The fans of Japan travelled to Brazil from all over the world to give their favorites vocal backing at the Festival of Champions. Japan has been going an average
speed after the tough game with Mexico, and still are fighting for the title.
Mexico
Mexico came out of their shell in their final FIFA Confederations Cup match as
Javier 'Chicharito' Hernandez bagged a second-half brace of headers to beat Japan 2-1, leaving the Samurai at the Blue bottom of Group A.

Nigeria
Enyeama radiates a genuine zest for life. Whether he wins or loses, Nigeria's
captain and goalkeeper never drops his famously broad smile, which has been
on display once again at the FIFA Confederations Cup Brazil 2013.
Spain
Fernando Torres, the winner of the Adidas Golden Shoe at the 2013 FIFA Confederations Cup. The decisive 3-0 loss suffered by La Roja at the hands of their Brazilian hosts on Sunday the 20th of July.
Tahiti
Tahiti may be far from home, but they have won a place in the hearts of the crowds at the 2013 FIFA
Confederations Cup. Facing Spain at the Maracana in Rio de Janeiro on Wednesday the 11 of August,
the Toa Aito could hardly have dreamed of more encouragement even as they slipped to a 10-0 defeat.
Honduras
For Emilio Izaguirre, the qualifying picture is devastatingly clear: "From now on, every game is going to be a final." He and his Honduras team-mates may have graced the 2010 FIFA World Cup South
Africa™, but the remaining stretch of the road to Brazil 2014 lies pitted with obstacles for the
CONCACAF side.

By Ila F.
Every once in a while, CHOICE Academy welcomes a new teacher to our school. One teacher that
is new this year is Mrs. Kaur!
Mrs. Kaur was born and raised in Punjab, located in Northern India. Punjab is known for having

beautiful architecture. A golden temple named Amritsar (Amritsar means "Holy Pool of Nectar") has a
massive body of water surrounding the temple. During the nighttime, it is illuminated with lights creating
an exquisite sight. Palaces, temples, and forts bring many tourists to visit. Mrs. Kaur lived in Punjab for
her first twenty-five years of her life; then in 1999, she moved to the United States.
She moved to the U.S. because her husband got a
job here. He now works at the airport as an aviation supervisor. Mrs. Kaur has two sons; one nineteen who went

to Mount Rainier HS and did Running Start for his high
school career, and is now in college at UW. Her second
son, is seventeen years old and is attending Mount Rainier HS as well as doing the Running Start program.

The “Amritsar” lit at night
Mrs. Kaur’s hobbies include cooking Indian food
and gardening. She likes to plant flowers, vegetables, etc.

Mrs. Kaur has been teaching math for fourteen years.
She always wanted to be teacher because she loves
working with kids. She taught math in India for five years
and has been a part of the Highline School District for
nine years. First, she was hired as a substitute teacher for
many different schools in Highline, and then she had a full-time teaching position at Pacific Middle
School. Now, she is a full time teacher at CHOICE! She has been loving this new and small environment
and loves that she gets to know every student. Mrs. Kaur loves what she does and has been a great help

and contribution to CHOICE Academy!

By Haley H.

This year, we have quite the interesting duo in our school. This duo is Mr. Wheeler and his daughter, Rachel! Rachel is one of our many wonderful seventh graders. Just by being near these two
you can definitely tell they are close!
So, have you ever wondered what it would be like having your parent teach you in school?
Contrary to popular opinion, it may just not be as bad as you would think, at least with a parent
like our super cool science teacher, Mr. Wheeler, that is!
Rachel really enjoys having her father double as one of her teachers. When she decided to
come to CHOICE Academy, Mr. Wheeler was very excited. Rachel originally thought it would be
strange to be taught by her dad, but she really likes it now. It’s not too different from before, as
Mr. Wheeler has always shared his love of science in their home. Science experiments are well enjoyed by the Wheeler family; Rachel particularly liked the dry ice experiments her dad showed her.
It seems as if Rachel would have the inside scoop on all of CHOICE’s happenings, but not necessarily! It looks like “Mum’s the word” with Mr. Wheeler. Rachel is hoping to attend CHOICE for
high school as well. As you can see, Rachel really likes being taught in school by her dad!
Mr. Wheeler is just as ecstatic as his daughter. Mr. Wheeler has always wished for both of
his children to attend CHOICE. He knows that CHOICE is a good fit for his children, as it is a small
and comfortable environment that he knows well. Now that his oldest child is attending CHOICE,
he is quite thrilled. The best part to Mr. Wheeler is getting to spend more time with Rachel. Had
Rachel gone to a school such as Sylvester Middle School, there would have been much less time
spent together. Overall, this seems like a truly great experience to be shared.

Why are things creepy?
Are you afraid of the dark? Or are
you afraid of what’s IN the dark?
We all have at least 2-3 fears. But
what’s triggering the fear? Michael Stevens of Vsauce describes
this topic of fear in different categories. There is a difference between Scary and Creepy. Scariness describes that feeling you
get when you are on the edge of a
building with the fear of falling.
Creepiness is the area between
the awareness of safety and danger. In a case where something is
“creepy” we have a type of unawareness if we’re safe or...not.
For example would looking at a
scary picture make the subject
track you down and kill you? Impossible!.. right? Reading a
creepy story that involves a terrifying murderer from the undead
causes you to think that at any
given time this could happen to
you… or are you safe? You don’t
know. That’s why these things
are considered creepy. Another
example of creepiness is called
the “Uncanny Valley.” this is
where something appears human,
but is slightly off. Like the singing
androids by John Bergeron. The
android appears to be very humanoid, but moves and sounds
like something that was made up
in someone’s mind, or artificial.

Another example would be
anything unsettling. If something seems happy and colorful but has a slight feeling of
violence you may feel tense.
This is a very common type of
creepiness and it just comes
from the basic part of the human mind. We’ve heard this
word before: Surprise. In a
child’s TV show you would not
expect a freaky demon to appear on the screen and tear
out the character’s brain. A
good reference is the famous
video “Don’t hug me, I’m
scared.” The title speaks for
itself and has a subtle feeling
of creepiness. In the video
things start out as a picture or
impression of a British children’s show. But things begin
to go south. There are unexpected scenes of violent
things that were certainly not
meant for child’s viewing. In
this case “Surprise” is the
complete opposite of a good
one. Overall I would say fear
is a figment of our imagination. Or is it? Are you still
afraid of les dark?

*evil cackle*

This picture is an example
of unsettling events.

By: Caelan F.
YouTube is a video sharing website that is extremely popular all over the world. In fact, more
than 1 billion different users visit YouTube each month, 100 hours of video are uploaded to
YouTube each minute, and each month over 6 billion hours of video are watched. Most everyone
knows about YouTube, but not everyone knows that your favorite YouTubers get paid for their videos. The average payment is $1.00 to $5.00 per 1,000 views.
PewDiePie, has the most subscribers out of any YouTuber. On
29/04/2010 when he joined, PewDiePie started his YouTube career making
gaming videos. Now he has over 14,000,000 subscribers in his
“Broarmy” (which is the name he gave his subscribers) within 3 years. Some
reasons why people like his videos are because of his humor and the type of
games he plays, which are usually horror. PewDiePie’s real name is Felix, a
name that means “happy”. I bet that most of his viewers agree that his personality represents his name well. The reason PewDiePie started uploading
YouTube videos is because when he was a teenager, he started losing his
friends. Because of this, he had a lot of free time on his hands, so he made a video. He liked all of
the fame and attention that his viewers gave him so he kept it up, leading up to over 1000 uploaded
videos.
28 year old Freddie Wong is a local YouTuber from Seattle, who attended school in the Highline School District. Most of his subscribers like his
videos because of Freddie Wong's sense of humor and the types of videos
he uploads. His main video genre is action but he also does spoofs, comedies and other types too. With over 6 million subscribers on his main channel “freddiew”, Freddie Wong is the 16th most subscribed user on
YouTube. Freddie Wong joined YouTube on 22/02/2006 and has uploaded
181 videos since then. Aside from YouTube, Freddie is a competitive gamer, and even won first place in the Guitar Hero 2 competition playing “Less
Talk More Rokk” by Freezepop, in Dallas during the World Series of Video Games in 2007. He is also
a guitarist, a VFX technician, and an American filmmaker.
If you’d like to join PewDiePie’s Broarmy, or watch some of freddiew’s videos, subscribe to
their channels today at www.youtube.com. For more information on your favorite YouTubers, like
how much they get paid, how many videos they have uploaded, and much more, visit
www.statsheep.com, and to hear about their background behind YouTube, take a look at
www.wikipedia.org. Also, take a look at www.youtube.com/statistics for things like the number of
people on YouTube a month, and how much time is spent on YouTube.

